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„Bread and Circuses for the people“said
Julius Caesar once and was aware of the
importance of events. Even the Romans
organized gladiator fights. Since the Middle Ages there were contests and tournaments with knights. According to that
events were organized for centuries and
are just the nature of man.
· You are planning an event and need a showhighlight?
· You want to present a new product?
· You want
· to get the special kick?
· Train like the stuntprofessionals in our
stuntworkshops?
· Or maybe shoot your „own“ action film?
· burning in an action photo shoot in front of the
camera?
No problem, we are specialized for that!

What are we doing exactly?
No matter whether it’s indoor or outdoor, summer or winter,
we develop with you an appropriate concept for your event.
Primarily we focus on your wishes and needs, your budget
and the available location. All our stunt workshops, action
photo shootings and filming take place at our training ground
as well.

What could you expect from
our repertoire?
Our shows include several action elements, like for example
fire stunts, high falls and jumps, movie fighting, Acarand motorbike driving scenes, parcouring, acrobatics …
just everything that belongs to an action-packed show! But
we don’t forget the entertainment factor, which is important
for a good show. In our portfolio we offer shows with and
without moderation, shows for families and kids, shows for
grownups, interactive ones, where the audience could be a
part of the show or just watch and enjoy! Safety is taken care
of at any time, even if it’s real burning action, in the truest
sense of the word.
In the action camp you feel by yourself what it means to be
a real stuntman! In various workshops you get deep insights
into the stunt basics. First you do a small warm-up for your
body to be good prepared for learning all elements which a
stuntman needs for his daily work.
Visit our website for further information and more examples of
our capabilities and performance
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